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Legal

IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions and intent are subject to change or withdrawal at 
IBM’s sole discretion.   Information regarding potential future features & products is intended to 
outline our general product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.  
The information mentioned regarding potential future features & products is not a commitment, 
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about potential 
future features & products may not be incorporated into any contract.  The development, release, 
and timing of any future features or functionality described for our products remains at IBM’s sole 
discretion.
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence

▪ Perception

▪ Patterns

▪ Prediction

▪ Knowledge

▪ Reasoning

▪ Learning

▪ Robotics

▪ …



Watson Hops On Board Human Space Flight!
Airbus developed the CIMON astronaut 
assistance system for the DLR Space 
Administration

Thanks to IBM Watson AI technology, Alexander Gerst
will get some unusual support: CIMON (Crew 
Interactive Mobile Companion) powered by Watson will 
be on board of the next mission to the International 
Space Station (ISS) to help the astronauts to perform 
experiments. 

CIMON is a mobile and autonomous assistance system 
designed to aid astronauts with their everyday tasks on 
the ISS. This will be the first form of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) on an ISS mission. CIMON is an 
experiment overseen by Space Administration at the 
German Aerospace Center (DLR) in cooperation with 
Airbus (Friedrichshafen /Bremen) as the prime 
contractor. 
CIMON is a free flyer fueled with Watson AI, enhancing 
human expertise. AI-based technology is about 
constantly understanding, reasoning and learning, so 
CIMON is designed to assist and to create a feeling of 
talking to a crew mate.

http://bit.ly/2sOHgez

#IBM #Watson AI hops on board human space flight #ISS @AirbusSpace #Cloud

http://bit.ly/2EMzl2V

#AI technologies soon in the Space!  #IBM #Watson will embark on the next space 

flight to the #ISS @AirbusSpace #Cloud 
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Understand
Like humans do

Reason
to extract ideas

Learn
From past results

cog·ni·tive
/ˈkäɡnədiv/

Interact
In a natural way
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Empathy

Assistant

Vision

Discovery

Speech

Language

Language
Translator

Personality
Insights

Natural
Language
Understanding

Tone
Analyzer

Discovery
News

Speech
to Text

Natural
Language
Classifier

Conversation
Service

Text
to Speech

Visual
Recognition

Discovery
Service

How Watson sees, hears, 
speaks, feels, translates, finds

Watson API services in the Cloud

Retrieve 
and Rank

Knowledge
Studio

Virtual Agent
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Building the Ground Truth:
Understanding begins with annotating

Simulate how we read and interpret content

Enables us to “understand” content by 
identifying and extracting the key:

– Entities: products, opinions, descriptions that 
appear in text

– Concepts: abstract ideas based on entities

– Relationships: relationships between and among 
and concepts

Improve upon humans by being faster, more 
consistent, and much more efficient

Wu Shu-chen, the former first 
wife, visited her husband Chen 
Shui-bian in detention in the 
morning.

She was accompanied by their 
son Chen Chih-chung and 
Lawrence Gao, a Democratic 
Progressive Party lawmaker.
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How machines make sense of 
natural language
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Requires transforming unstructured data to structured data 

and prepare it before it can be used for further analysis.

Part of car Certified Advanced 

208-Compliant air 

bag system 

Model year 2005

Manufacturer Ford

Model Escape XLT 4x4

Incident Two-vehicle crash

Date of incident July 2014

Time of incident 1539

“This on-site investigation 

focused on the 

performance of the 

Certified Advanced 208-

Compliant air bag 

system in a 2005 Ford 

Escape XLT 4x4 sport 

utility vehicle. This two-

vehicle crash occurred in 

July 2014 at 1539 hours 

in the state of Colorado.”

Annotator



Annotating - Illustrative Example

PERSON PEOPLE ORGANIZATION TIME EVENT_MEETING EVENT_CUSTODY



Annotating - Illustrative Example

PERSON PEOPLE ORGANIZATION TIME EVENT_MEETING EVENT_CUSTODY



Annotating - Illustrative Example

PERSON PEOPLE ORGANIZATION TIME EVENT_MEETING EVENT_CUSTODY



Since 2016 – Available to You on IBM Cloud
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Ground Truth Editor: Mentions



Ground Truth Editor: Coreference



Ground Truth Editor: Relations



Watson Discovery Service 
extends functionality to allow 
for cognitive search and content 
analytics capabilities to be 
combined into new and 
existing applications.

Watson Discovery Service 16

News trending, 
alerts, event 
detection 
and search

Watson
Discovery Service

Discovery 
News Service

Rapidly build a 
cognitive search and 
content analytics 
engine

Watson 
Knowledge 
Studio

Train Watson 
to add domain 
customization



Watson Discovery Service 17

Many data scientists spend 

as much as 80 percent* of 

their time on so-called “data 

janitor” work – collecting, 

cleaning and organizing 

data sets. 

Analysis of unstructured 

data requires advanced 

natural language processing 

across the complete set of 

documents. numerous 

barriers.

Querying against indexes 

can require specialized 

and detailed knowledge 

and present a significant 

learning curve for new 

developers. 



The Automated Data Pipeline

Watson Discovery Service

Structured Unstructured

Entities

Sentiment Concepts

Aggregation, 

Time Slices, 

and more

Ingest Enrich Query



Watson Discovery
1
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With Watson Discovery, go from data to 
insights rapidly and with less effort 

Questions

??

“What are the top terms 

mentioned by customers 

in support interactions”

“How do I setup a new 

connection for a customer 

with a locked accounts”

“How many times was my 

campaign mentioned over 

the last 30 days”

Documents/Data



IBM Research - Zurich

Scaling Knowledge Ingestion



Knowledge Discovery Pipeline

Knowledge  

Space

Inference

Days

Deep Search

Get deep insights by ML/DL on the  
Knowledge Space

• Identify trends

• Discover gaps in the knowledge

• Explore “what if” scenariae

• Enrich knowledge space

• “How has the use of copper in  

alloys in the auto industry  

evolved in the last 20 years?”

• “What is the most likely use of a  

certain chemical by-product of  

an organic synthesis route next  

year? Which company is the  

most likely to want to buy it?”

• “How do I come up with the  

most relevant questions to ask  

a client for an insurance  

contract based on their answers  

so far?”

Ingest structured and  
unstructured data to  
create massive  
knowledge spaces

• Complex documents

• Structured DBs

• Public and proprietary

Enable contextual based search, based  
on meaning, not keywords

• Tables, Images, Formulas, Diagrams

• “What are all the properties of a  
chemical” -- “What is the cheapest  
health contract for non smokers  

younger than 25”



Knowledge Discovery Pipeline: Key APIs SaaS & On Premise

Knowledge  

Space

Inference

Days

Deep Search

Analutos

• Low cost & scalable graph analytics  

and inference algorithms

• Node importance (spectral  

centralities)

• Graph simplification

• Graph comparisons

• Data uncertainty quantification

• HPC Machine and Deep  

Learning

• Autotuning for DL

• Scalable non supervised text  

analytics: Word2vec, Node2vec

Corpus Conversion

• PDF Smart  

annotator. Any  

type of document.  

PDF is key here.  

Minimal and trivial  

annotation needed

NLP: Facts  
extraction

• Smart Reader:

non  supervised  

extraction from text

• Diagram Ingestion:  

extracts data from  

diagrams, scientific  

plots, schematics

• Tables and Forms  

extraction and  

semantic  

representation

Knowledge Graph Store  
& Engine

• High performance in  

memory graph DB and  

query engine



Semantic Parsing: CorpusConversion
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Knowledge Store: Inference &Analytics

Combine

Unsupervised: IBMRES Smart Reader

Knowledge Discovery WorkflowExample

Surpervised: IBM Watson

NLP ( facts extraction): 2Options



PDF

(Scanned &  

programmatic)
, Word, etc

QPDF:

C++

PDF-Parser

JSON/  
HTML

JSON/HTML

Generation
Reconstruct  

Document

Metadata  

Identification  

(eg authors,  

citations)

Combine
text-cells
Inentities

(eg abstract,  

paragrapg, etc)

Extractall 

Textcells, 

Images,  
linepaths

Open Source or Commercial SW

IBM Research Solution

Label the  
text-cellusing 

ML-model

Structural  

Element  
Extraction

Scanned  

Forms

Entities example

• Title (Red)

• Authors (Green)

• Affiliation (Violet)

• Subtitle (Pink)

• Abstract (Blue)

• Main-text (yellow)

Parsepdf Label & Train Assembledocuments

Classify  

Images

Scanned  

Tables

Line/scatter  

plots

…

im
a
g
e

d
a
ta

IBM Research: CorpusConversionService
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e
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Sections/  

Paragraphs

Tables

Images

Sections/  

Paragraphs

Tables

Images

A
n
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o
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A
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Text-Annotation withSmartReader

• Use advanced regexes to skip a cold-start

• Use  Word-embedding to enlarge the

annotations

• Use distributedaggregation  

techniques to gather all  

annotations and keep track  

of the origin(provenance).

Semantic documents  

from Corpus  

Conversion



Contract Insights & Management with
Watson Compare & Comply
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Governing legal content is written 
by thousands of people to apply to 
a litany of situations in various 
industries.

The Challenge:

In order to understand this content, 
organizations employ professionals 
to analyze every sentence and 
make educated guesses on how the 
content affects their client.

28

Many of these governing 
documents contain an 
enterprise’s most sensitive 
information that must remain 
in their existing data centers

IBM Watson  | Client Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 



A system to analyze the 
content of a governing 
document, making sense of 
the specifics of a document 
(who it pertains to, what kind 
of statements are within).

The ability to query the parsed 
semantic elements of a 
governing document, and locate 
relevant sections and passages.

The ability to compare a 
governing document to a corpus 
of documents, along with 
suggestions on how to adjust the 
document accordingly.

The Solution

29IBM Watson  | Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 



The Opportunity for Compare & Comply is BIG

Projected growth of in-house legal IT spend on cognitive compliance  
(MD&I Sept 2016)

13%

$3B Current annual spend on legal software in the US (Mitratech)

$15.9B US total addressable market on legal software spend (Mitratech)

9.2% Average companies annual revenue spend for contract Management Costs 
(IACCM)

50% Time in-house legal departments at midsized companies spend reviewing 
contracts (CEB Compliance and Legal)

$34.3B US total labor spend on procurement professional role (US Dept. of Labor)

C&C Enablement May 2018  | IBM Confidential  |  © 2018 IBM Corporation  30



Compare and Comply Common Use Patterns

Quickly identify specific elements in a contract and pull out information for a 
business process.
Examples: Find all payment terms in a contract. Enable deep understanding of tables

Unlock Data to 
Facilitate Reviews

Cause and Effect 
Analysis

Expose Outliers to 
Find Risks

Insights on Corpus

Identify attributes within elements of a contract to help evaluation of or mitigation of 
implications/risks.
Example: Surface effect of terminating contract(s) with supplier

Compare multiple contracts and surface differences. Find anomalies or variations from 
standard terms to improve risk avoidance.
Example: Determine differences in payment terms in two similar contracts

Compare contract to invoice to mitigate revenue leakage or comply with account 
standards.
Example: Correct billings where invoices do not match contractual commitments.

Find Anomalies or 
Variations

Retrieve documents or elements within documents to answer a given question or 
perform analytics on corpus of documents.
Example: Locate previously agreed-to IP terms for a supplier to inform negotiations.

C&C Enablement May 2018  | IBM Confidential |  © 2018 IBM Corporation  31



Contract Step 1
Extract elements

Step 2
Determine element type

Obligations

Rights

Other

Supplier Obligations

Buyer Obligations

Buyer Rights

Supplier Rights

Step 3
Classify Elements

This is a due diligence 
supplier obligation

This is a payment terms & 
billing buyer right

This is a definition

Foundational Technology

Begin with 
programmatic 
PDF Document

Convert PDF to HTML
Tag HTML Elements with appropriate 

metadata labels

Output JSON to 
query and identify 

relevant information

Deliver market-leading semantic extraction of contracts with Element Classification. 
Quickly identify the responsible parties, types of actions required and categories covered in your contracts

C&C Enablement May 2018  | IBM Confidential  |  © 2018 IBM Corporation  32
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Labelled sentence example

ibm.biz/cnc-demo

Doc A long-form natural language document, in this case a contract

Element A single piece from a Doc, in this case limited to a single sentence

Element Nature What type of action the sentence requires

Element Party Who is the effected subject of the element

Element Category What the sentence is talking about (subject of a sentence)

Element Classification Labelling Terms Overview

“TYPE” 

IBM Watson  | Client Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 

ibm.biz/cnc-demo
ibm.biz/cnc-demo
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Type and Category Labels

Identifiable Contract Party Labels

• Supplier
• Buyer
• End User
• None

Nature Label When it is used Simply put

Definition
The purpose of the element is to add 
clarity for a term/ relationship/etc. Action 
is not required to fulfill this element

“X means Y”

Obligation
The party in the element is required to 
fulfill the terms of the element

“You must do this”

Right
The party in the element is guaranteed to
receive the terms of the element

“You will get/may 
do this”

Exclusion
The party in the element will not fulfill the 
specific terms laid out in the element

“You/we will not do 
this”

Disclaimer
The party in the element is not obligated to 
fulfill the specific terms in the element, but 
is not barred from doing so

“We don’t have to 
do this”

Identifiable Contract Category Labels

• Amendments
• Confidentiality 
• Definitions
• Deliverables
• Dispute Resolution
• Force Majeure

• Indemnification
• Insurance
• Intellectual Property
• Liability 
• Miscellaneous
• Payment Terms & Billing

• Pricing & Taxes
• Responsibilities
• Term & Termination
• Warranties

IBM Watson  | Client Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 
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Watson Element Classification Demo

ibm.biz/cnc-demo

Pre-loaded documents
• Non-technical service agreement
• Statement of Work

Views
• Original document
• Annotation output example
• JSON output

Watson Discovery 
Element Classification

IBM Watson  | Client Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 

ibm.biz/cnc-demo
ibm.biz/cnc-demo
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Watson Compliance Assist Demo

IBM Watson  | Client Confidential  |  © IBM Corporation 

• Document-level filters (contract 
value, supplier/buyer)

• Single contract view

• Visual Element Classification 
tagging for sentence / clause

• Filtering by element 
classifications

• Similar document 
recommendations for comparison

• Search for document by name




